
Less is more - 

How a technically complex composite structure can optimize strength  
to weight ratio, great field serviceability, and simple assembly.
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This paper uses an in-house drone chassis to illustrate engineered solutions, composite 
component tooling, and design for manufacture analysis. It will walk through the process  
to optimize a drone structure for high strength while minimizing weight under the  
constraints of various manufacturing techniques. 

The objectives for the drone where to highlight:
› Strength to weight optimization through lamination of composite material
› Easy assembly with a low part count
› Reliable field service with no lose parts (co-molded or bond inserts)

Design of the arms

The innovation team started by 
sketching a theoretical concept, 
utilizing a common 4 armature 
and central body design. The initial 
design of the arm was sketched, to 
get the technical teams’ thoughts 
down on to paper and then drawn 
in CAD. The arm design includes 
integral attachment points to 
carry the motor cantilever load 
and internal wiring channel inside 
a single piece laminate. Provisions 
were made for watertight assembly 
if needed for foul weather.
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The unique single part 
manufacturing methodology 
reduced the use of carbon fiber  
in the internal wiring channels.  
A monocoque construction  
utilizing the aerodynamic surfaces 
as the only structural carbon  
fiber provides a strong design  
while minimizing weight. Internally,  
the foam core construction 
maximizes arm stiffness. 

The aerodynamic surfaces contain 
a lightweight spread-tow surface 
ply to maximize stiffness/weight 
ratio followed by carbon twill over 
a precision machined Rohacell core. 
Fibreworks unique process and 
material knowledge allowed for the 
use of this easily distorted material 
around these complex geometries 
and processes. The internal channel 
and motor mounting surfaces 
are hand laid with an additional 
high modulus, fine plain weave for 
additional reinforcement and to 
distribute the motor load.

The main interfacial metallic 
connection between the arm 
and body was chosen for wear 
resistance, reduced deformation 
and fatigue as compared to carbon/
carbon joining. This metallic insert 
was designed to self-align with 
the mating body and to transmit 
the main cantilever from the arms. 
This critical insert was bonded into 
the carbon structure. If necessary, 
sealing features could be added for 
an IP rated, watertight enclosure.

Design Considerations and Features: 1 Piece Aerodynamic Armature

Machined Rohacell core system depicted 
with precure location

Assembled core/laminate  
(skin transparency for illustration)

Spreadtow Surface Plies

Fine plain weave Internal Ducting  
& Mounting Surfaces
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Design Considerations and Features; Single Piece Body and Legs

To ensure the objectives were 
met when designing the body, the 
technical experts continued the use 
of spread-tow fiber in the laminate 
with local reinforcements around 
inserts for added strength. The 
structural body shell was made as 
a single piece. A lightweight access 
panel style cover makes for easy 
access to electronics or payload 
inside of the vehicle. 

The main body contains 3 unique 
hard point styles.

› Dual purpose inserts were 
used at the edges of the internal 
chamber as well as a central ring  
to mount the raised equipment  
pad, external legs and payloads.  
These were co-laminated directly 
into the structure. 

› Motorsport Tridair fasteners  
were riveted to the upper hatch  
to allow for easy removal with  
no loose parts. 

› The main arm integration inserts 
were structurally bonded into the 
body for a robust connection.  

The legs were also designed  
to optimize strength to weight  
ratio with a sandwich core  
Rohacell construction while 
including elastomeric features  
for grip and damage tolerance.  
The legs are manufactured in a 
single process and easily assembled 
to the body. They included a  
co-molded elastomer at the key 
landing locations on the legs. 
The partnership of elastomer and 
composite comes directly from 
working with F1 race teams on 
vibration isolation and flexible 
composite parts. 
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One Piece Armature Process & Tooling Methodology

1 A 2-part closed tool forming the  
upper and lower armature surfaces, 
with internal tubing & bagging system 
for exposure to autoclave pressure for 
consolidation of plies.

› Quick turn tooling board prototypes 
depicted reduce prototyping cost and 
calendar time while carbon production 
tools could be made in the future to 
stabilize thermal profile and speed 
production time. 

› Future iterations could use same 
technique with an pressurized bladder  
to move the process out of autoclave  
to increase production speed. 

2 A loose tool element which allowed  
for the mold the complex shape of  
the motor cavity. 

› In process material expansion from the 
Rohacell core helps consolidate plies in 
tight geometry between the inner and 
outer aerodynamic surfaces.

› 2 precured carbon elements to stabilize 
the transition/entrance from the armatures 
internal channel into the engine cavity. 
Smooth radii decrease the chance for  
wiring to chafe.

3 To cure, autoclave pressure runs through 
the internal tubing in order to expand 
against and consolidate the internal duct 
which runs the length of the armature

› This same internal pressure compresses 
the laminate against the outer tooling 
forming finished aerodynamic surfaces with 
easily distorted spreadtow surface plies. 

Lower laminate

Precured 
elements

Upper Laminate

The tooling methodology for the armature had followed cost sensitive, closed mold 
autoclave processes by utilizing a direct tool with an internal tubing vacuum system. 
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Body Process/Tooling Methodology

The main body is a single piece composite part made from multi-piece and multi-material 
mold. The mold design is comprised of two carbon fiber main molds and four aluminium 
loose tools to produce the arm end geometry. The laminate schedule is composed of 
lightweight spread tow carbon fiber and contains several co-laminated inserts. 

1 The multi-part tool system was 
constructed which allowed the upper and 
lower portions of the body to be laminated 
independently and then brought together 
during tool closure as one solid component.

› The laminate is reinforced locally around 
the insert and hardpoint locations on the 
body for increased strength.

2 The mating surfaces of the body were 
formed through the use of a loose tool 
to provide a precise interface for the 
structural bond. 

3 The vacuum bag was fed into the tool 
cavity to maintain pressure on the upper 
and lower laminates during cure.

› This method ensures an A-Class 
external aerodynamic surface. Highly skilled 
technicians are required with spread tow 
composites as the material is difficult to 
drape and laminate.

Base laminate

Additional 
reinforcing pile
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Leg Process/Tooling Methodology

1 The legs where manufactured by designing two-part 
tool to compress and laminate the core on all sides  

› In-house scanning metrology was used to verify 
the tools construction to design in order to ensure 
performance in the unique process 

2 A compression plate was designed to rest against 
the laminate in order to form the lower aerodynamics 
surface by trapping the carbon fiber prepreg and  
core in 1 structure

3 Autoclave pressures provides the needed 
compression to consolidate the plies. Rohacell core also 
aids in the consolidation as it expands when heated.
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Conclusion

This paper described how using composites in a structure  
can optimize strength to weight ratio by using different  
types of lattices to increase strength but not weight. 

To create a structure that is easy to assemble and is strong  
as the main parts have been co-molded at one manufacturing  
stage and that the structure is suitable for being in the field  
and used outside of a lab. 

www.fibreworkscomposites.com
+1 (704) 696 1084

info@fibreworkscomposites.com
Composite Factory: ISO9001/AS9100


